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Summary
A 2D seismic line out of a grid of 2D lines from the South Labrador Sea was reprocessed using a
combination of techniques to increase the bandwidth and improve multiple attenuation. Processes
applied include Adaptive Windowed Deghosting (AWD) and a combination of Shallow Water Demultiple
with SRME as main demultiple steps. These data were compared with data processing performed just 5
years earlier and the uplift was significant enough to justify reprocessing the complete grid of 2D lines.

Introduction
The uptake of exploration interest offshore the
East coast of Canada at a time of diminishing
seismic data acquisition budgets makes the
reprocessing of legacy seismic data an
attractive option. In order to assess what
imaging improvement can be expected, we
reprocessed a 2D seismic line from the South
Labrador Sea that was acquired in 2011 using
dual sensor streamer.
The data in the project area consists of a
dense grid of 2D lines that were acquired from
2011 to 2015 during the respective acquisition
windows in the summer months. A dual sensor
streamer towed at 20 m and a source at a
depth of 9 m were used. Maximum offset was
8100 m with a 12.5 m sensor spacing along
the cable.
One of the 2D lines acquired in 2011 (line
2073) was selected as a test line to perform
this reprocessing test.
This line runs approximately N-S off the shelf
break into deep water and exhibits the typical
problems - strong residual multiple content
and poor signal/noise ratio.
The main objectives were broadband
processing with improved multiple and noise
attenuation in comparison to the processing
performed 5 years earlier, shortly after the data
was acquired.
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Fig 1: Project area outlined by the black box and zoom in
with water depth color coded from red (shallow) to
blue (deep). The black dashed line indicates the test
line used in this study.
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Method
The data for the test line were acquired in 2011 using a dual sensor streamer towed at 20 m. Multisensor streamer data can be combined in subsequent processing to effectively recover information at the
receiver ghost notches (Carlson et al, 2007).
The source-side ghosts are not attenuated by this process and an additional algorithm to remove sourceside ghost effects had to be applied to achieve a broad-band wavelet. The algorithm used was originally
proposed for 3D data, but has the advantage of providing a time-variant, adaptive solution to avoid
artifacts that can be introduced by stationary solutions to the problem which can cause a 2D algorithm to
go wrong (Zhang et al, 2015). This is accomplished through adaptive windowed deghosting (AWD) which
uses a search criteria in small overlapping windows with additional constraints to avoid ringing on the
resulting data. This adaptive algorithm was applied to the test line and produced a stable, broadband
result.
The next crucial step in processing is the application of demultiple algorithms. The main challenge for the
data set at hand was the variable water depth, especially close to the shelf break.
Surface Related Multiple Elimination (SRME) has been widely used as the primary multiple attenuation
algorithm on 2D and 3D data, especially for deep-water situations, where different orders of multiples are
well separated in time (Dragoset et al, 2010). In shallowwater environments, however, crosstalk between
multiples and wide angle ray-pathing leads to problems in the prediction step. In such environments,
therefore, the combination of a water-layer demultiple process and 2D or 3D SRME can provide an
effective demultiple solution (Moore et al, 2006).
Water-layer demultiple uses a known water-layer model convolved with the recorded data, including
contributions from both source- and receiver sides. The complete description of the water-bottom
multiples contains a common term which can be addressed using an enhanced hybrid (simultaneous)
subtraction method that removes several multiple models from the input data simultaneously (Zhai et al,
2015). This approach can be complemented with a subsequent run of SRME to remove free surface
multiples or, as in our case, the simultaneous subtraction can be extended to include all available
multiple models. A pre-conditioning step was applied to achieve a ‘global’ amplitude match between the
individual multiple models and the input data before application of the simultaneous subtraction.
This step was complemented by a final adaptive subtraction in the curvelet domain where primaries and
multiples are separated. Due to the sparseness of curvelet coefficients this method can be very effective
in adjusting local traveltime or amplitude errors, and thus, can generate much cleaner images than Least
Squares Adaptive Subtraction (Yu et al, 2011).
It is important to note that multiples predicted on 2D data can grossly mismatch actual multiples because
of the limitations of the 2D assumption (Dragoset et al, 2010), especially in the presence of significant
crossline dip. Therefore, cascaded noise and residual multiple attenuation, including apex shifted
demultiple, were applied to clean the gathers before proceeding with Kirchhoff migration.

Examples
The comparison of the migrated stacks from legacy processing (2011/12) with the result from
reprocessing is shown in figure 2. The improvements on the reprocessed stack section are clearly
visible. At least part of these improvements were achieved by improved velocities. The enhanced low
frequency content created by source deghosting, together with the improved multiple and noise
attenuation, enabled us to define primary velocities in poor signal to noise areas and produce a better
stack response.
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Fig 2: (a) Legacy stack (PSTM) showing lack of continuity and definition of events on the left hand side, where the Base
Tertiary (BT) reflection completely disappears and events below it are broken up.
(b) Reprocessed stack (PSTM) showing a clearly defined BT, rich frequency content, and better definition of
structure above and below the BT.

The comparison of gathers before and after reprocessing shows an even more dramatic uplift. Legacy
gathers are covered in noise and residual multiples masking primaries (figure 3) whereas reprocessing
produced clean gathers with clear primary definition and stable amplitudes across offsets for AVO
analysis (figure 4).

Fig 3: Sparse legacy gathers (pre-migration). Primary
events, especially in the shallow part of the line,
are covered in noise and residual multiple
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Fig 4: Sparse gathers (pre-migration) after reprocessing.
Primary events are clearly visible with controlled
amplitudes through offsets.
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Conclusions
Reprocessing of a 2D line form a dense grid of lines in the South Labrador Sea provided a significant
uplift when compared with the legacy processing results. The workflow included source deghosting
(receiver side deghosting was already applied through dual sensor acquisition), shallow water demultiple,
SRME and curvelet domain subtraction, as well as apex-shifted demultiple.
The resulting image has broader bandwidth, higher S/N and better event continuity and shows detail that
is not visible on the legacy data. The improvement in the gathers is even more dramatic – they show
significant uplift with less residual noise and multiple content. All of this contributes to better structural
and stratigraphic interpretation and facilitates the pre-stack interpretation of amplitudes vs offset, which
plays a key role in the selection of drilling targets in the area.
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